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Three Bundles, Nine Books! Whats To
Become Of Me? Bundle 3 Books Hard At
Work Bundle 4 Books Christophers
Sprouting 2-Pack Whats To Become Of
Me? Bundle 3 Books! Whatever It Takes!
All Work, No Play? Grad Nightmare From
Book 1 Grad Nightmare Keith is a long
way from home. Its his Graduation Night
and what was supposed to be the night of
his life has turned into a nightmare. That is
until the dashing the former Man of the
House Robert came to the rescue and back
into his life. However, all grown up doesnt
mean he has matured. Keith needs
discipline and who better to teach him than
an older man and Robert is just the man for
the job. Is his life ruined? Is it too late to
turn it around? What couldnt Robert teach
him when he was the man of the house,
that he could teach him now? Hes never
been with a man, a real mature older man
and this would be his first time, but will it
be his last? Having a long time man crush
on someone twice your age can be
dangerous. Being naughty is wrong, but
sometimes the price you have to pay can be
so right!
Hard At Work Bundle
Submitting For An Interview Multiple
Partners Holding Both Ends Going The
Extra Mile From Book 1 Submitting For
An Interview Steven OBrien graduated
college over a year and desperately needs a
shot to prove himself in the Corporate
world. Hes been working construction and
temp jobs while living with his loser Dad
and is almost out of options and this
position can change the course of his life,
but does he have what it takes? He may
be under qualified and inexperienced,hes
young, hot and fresh and that might be his
biggest qualification of all. However, its
up
to
theHandsome
Older
BillionaireDominating Hot Young and
Inexperienced Men,But is he willing to do
anything to get the job? Is he willing to
submit to him completely? If he doesnt, his
future and any hope of escape into the high
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flying world of Business may be gone
forever. Just how far is he willing to go?
Christophers Sprouting Books 1 & 2 Kurt
and Me Kurt, Holden and Me From Book
1 Kurt and Me Christopher is frustrated
with his life, even though hes 18, he still
has one more year left before hes off to
College. Hes had a deep crush on the Man
of the House Holden but is too shy since he
hasnt even fully discovered his own
sexuality yet. Does his crush and mean
Christophers Gay?
Then Christopher
meets Kurt in Homeroom. Kurt is cool, hot
and sexy. Kurt also has no inhibitions
about his own sexuality however and goes
after what he wants. Kurt can open up a
whole new world for Christopher, but does
Christopher have the courage to take that
leap of faith? Christopher is desperate to
make friends with Kurt, but is Christopher
cool enough? Is he ready to explore the
limits of his deep down sexual hunger?
What about Holden? Will he finally be able
to tell Holden how he truly feels about
him? Will Christopher spend the rest his
days till College in the closet, frustrated
and alone or will he take some chances to
live out some of his wildest fantasies while
hes young and free?
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